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around.
As much as our economy is hurting, the real-

ity is new pipelines won't really help, and our
planet is hurtingtoo.
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Climate question

is the litmus test
of real leadership

Pushing for pipelines is the
easypat, writes Mike H,ydema

There's no climate leadership to be found in an
oilsands pipeline.

That shouldn't be a difficult realization to
come to given the urgent need to act on climate
change but it is still a hard reality to swallow in
Alberta.

Lastweek, when the premier refused to
support a national carbon plan until she got a
pipeline passed, her own personal denial got put
iu a spotlight.
., The prerniei's comments were jarring to a
lot of people who struggled to understand the
carbonbargain shewas tryingto make - with-
holdirigAl-berta's support for an initiative to
rednree erti-issions until she received support for
aa,lhitiative, to increase them.

While new pipelines may be wanted political-
ly, they aren't in line with the science of climate
change or with world markets that are serious
about addressing the threat.

A recent report by Oil Change International
outlined the stark new climate math. The report
showed that to stabilize global temperature rise
below two degrees and give the world a coin-flip
chance to act on the growing crisis before it
spins beyond our control, we dimpty can't build
any new fossil fuel infrastrueture. We already
have too many mines, oil wells and platforms;
the world simply can't take any more.

For the premier and the prime minister the
message is stark - there are no new pipelines
in a climate-safe future. If we want to prevent
global warmingfrom cookingthe planet, we
can't keep adding instead we need to learn to
subtract.

That's a scarJriealityto come to in a prov{hce(t"
that's been so dependent on oil and is hungry
forwork, but it's one we need to get our heads
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recorded. Sixteen months in a row set record
hot temperatures. Hurricanes are becoming
stronger, droughts longer, wild fires liigger, and
the impacts just keep building. Entire islands
and communities have alreadybeen evacuated
due to rising sea levels; India dealt with temper-
atures over 116 degrees Fahrenheit, and we are
seeing the collapse of sea ice at both poles.

Ourworld is in crisis.
This iswhy newpipelines that would unlock

millions of tonnes of carbon every year for
decades don't make sense.

We need to turn awayfrom the pipeline push-
ing and start having the conversations we need
to have, conversations about how to support
workers, about how to speedjob creation in
clean eirergy, sustainable transportation and
energy efficiency, and about howwe make our
communities healthier and keep them safe.

We can create more than 100*OOO clean
energyjobs in this provincetfrVe have the lead-
ership to do it.

Renewables, because of their decentralized
nature, can help us create an energy democracy
that works for all of us rather then just a few.
We will be able to look our children in the eye
and say we faced the g;reatest threat humanity
has ever known andwe helpedturn the world
around.

Real leadership is demonstrated by the hard
choices we make - not the easy ones. It's tested
whenwe dowhat's right andwhat's needed even
tho:ugh the odds seem stacked against us.

The pipeline question is exactlythat type of
test.

The easypath is to push to get it passed. Itt
the path the last four Progressive Conservative
premiers of this province have taken but it's not
the right path.

The right path is to listen to the science, to
heed the warning signs, and to stand with the
people and the over 85 First Nations that have
said no to the pipelines.

Because, at the end ofthe day, what does it
mean to believe in climate science if we don't do
what it tells us to do?
Mike Hudema is a climate and energy campaigner
with Greenpeace Canada. He lives in Edmonton.


